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Introducing a truly collaborative partnership project 
between CrossReach and the Guild to tackle the 
problems of loneliness and social isolation in Scotland.

The Problems

l 11% of adults in Scotland often feel lonely and 
38% feel lonely sometimes¹ 

l 22% of people in Scotland feel they don’t have a 
strong sense of belonging in their local community² 

l 8 out of 10 carers have felt lonely or socially 
isolated as a result of looking after a loved one³ 

l 200,000 over 65 year olds have not had a proper 
conversation with friends or family for a month⁴ 

The Project in a Nutshell

Through our work nationally in Scotland across all age 
ranges and segments of society, CrossReach comes across 
problems of loneliness and isolation and the effects of this 
on people’s physical and mental wellbeing.

Now we want to hear about similar problems the Guild 
encounters locally in your own communities.

With the Join up the Dots Project, together we aim to 
expose these problems and provide solutions for them.
  

1 Mental Health Foundation 
2 Scottish Household Survey 2015
3 Carers UK 
4 Age UK



In each of the years 2018-21, we will work alongside 
you as you bring, speak and pray change in your 
communities.

Bring change
The money you donate will help CrossReach develop 
radical new solutions to the problems we jointly identify.  

Just two examples:

l a digital counselling service allowing those 
isolated in rural communities and sprawling 
suburbs to access care and support remotely  

l a new style of residential care home where 
those living a cut-off life in the neighbourhood 
can enjoy the same quality on-site amenities and 
services as the residents

Speak change
The campaigning you do will highlight the issues of 
loneliness and social isolation and expose the stigma of 
mental ill-health which often results.  

CrossReach’s Grey Cakes Campaign invites you to hold 
a cake sale/bring and buy with a difference: a dull 
grey covering on otherwise brightly-coloured cakes 
to symbolise what it is like for someone’s true multi-
faceted character to be obscured by the fog of anxiety or 
depression. We provide you with all you need; for details 
of how to order your Grey Cake Toolkit, see overleaf.

Pray change
We will supply you with prayer points and Bible studies 
regularly during the lifetime of the Project, sustaining and 
fortifying both of us in our One Journey of Many Roads to a 
Scotland where no-one should feel lonely or socially isolated. 



The Project and Your 2018-21 Themes

2018-19 “Seeking the Way” - Together we will 
identify the problems of loneliness and isolation, drawing 
on our shared experience of lived stories, and together 
we will identify and develop solutions to the problems.

2019-20 “Companions on the Way” - We will roll 
out our solutions.  2019 marks the 150th Anniversary of 
what is now CrossReach and we will promote the Project 
as a continuation of the Guild’s long proud history with us.

2020-21 “Going the Extra Mile” - As we enter the 
final year of the Partnership, we expect to see our joint 
endeavours breaking down the barriers of isolation, 
loneliness and stigma in communities right across Scotland.

“I am thrilled that the Guild has given 
CrossReach the opportunity to partner 
with you on this important project. 
Together, we can help combat loneliness 
and reduce isolation, making Scotland a 
better place to live for many.”

Viv Dickenson, Chief Executive Officer

To book a talk and/or to order a Grey Cake Toolkit, 
please contact CrossReach Supporter Relations

By e-mail: supporters@crossreach.org.uk

By telephone: 0131 454 4374

Write to: 
Charis House, 47 Milton Road East, Edinburgh, EH15 2SR.


